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White 

Good evening.  Tonight, we have a top quiz fiend on the programme, so let’s start as we 

mean to go on – Nicki Cockburn, what else do we have in tonight’s programme? 

 

Cockburn 
I have no idea. 

 

White 
No, that was really very unfair, we will try to be a bit fairer as time goes on.  But to answer 

my own question:  We will be asking why the form for a benefit promoting independence 

can’t be completed independently and the couple for whom the penny has dropped on 

inclusive design. 

 

Talking toilet 
To lock the door turn the handle upwards.  The toilet is on the wall facing you.   

 

Shearman 

Ooh found it. 

 

White 
More from your chatty loo later in the programme.  But first, Nicki Cockburn, let’s introduce 

you properly.  You love quizzes, you’re pretty formidable at them.  Just give us a very quick 

rundown of the TV and radio quizzes you’ve been involved in so far. 



 

Cockburn 
Oh the first radio quiz I did was way back in about 1994, or whenever Radio 5 started, and I 

won a board game called What On Earth.  But television quizzes:  I’ve done the Chase, 

Pointless, one called Right Around the World that Ian Wright did about 10 years ago.  And 

I’ve just done a quite highbrow quiz – Make Me An Egghead – which I hugely enjoyed, it 

was absolutely fantastic. 

 

White 
Right, well we’re going to get you to tell us more about that later on.  I too did Pointless and 

made a complete idiot of myself by trying to be too clever.  But we’ll come back to you, 

there’ll be more from Nicki later in the programme. 

 

Now though for questions which aren’t so much fun to answer.  Personal Independence 

Payments or PIPs, is the benefit which is replacing the longstanding Disability Living 

Allowance.  As its name suggests it’s designed to help you with the extra costs of running 

your life independently, if you have a disability.  So when Jackie was contacted to be told 

that her turn had arrived to be transferred from DLA to PIPs she thought it was perfectly 

logical to ask them how she might be able to fill in the inevitable form and its many questions 

with total independence.  As a competent computer user, who spent much of her working life 

in administration, she asked for an electronic version of the form and that’s where the trouble 

started.  Jackie takes up the story. 

 

Jackie 
I was taken aback because the response I was given was – we send out the form and most 

people get someone else to fill it in for them.  And I said – Oh, well I was hoping that you 

might have alternative formats available because it helps you be independent if like me, for 

example, you’ve got adapted software for visual impairment on your computer.  They kept 

coming back saying – Well we haven’t had this request before, most people get other people 

to fill it in for them, can’t you? 

 

White 
So at this point that was the only alternative you were being offered, that somebody else 

should fill the form in for you? 

 

Jackie 
Yes, and they didn’t have an alternative format.  I was then told that someone would get back 

to me, they’d refer it.  Somebody telephoned me a while after and said they’d not had a 

request before but they’d like to help.  So I said okay, well could I have like an electronic 

version of the form and I’ll be able to fill it in with my adaptive VI software on the computer. 

 

White 
So two weeks went by and then Jackie received the call from the woman form the 

Department of Work and Pensions with whom she’d been dealing. 

 

Jackie 
She’d been in touch with the IT people, they had created an electronic format of the form and 

she could send it to me and I could fill it in and send it back. 

 

White 



So have you had it? 

 

Jackie 
No I haven’t.  So I telephoned again to see if it was in the pipeline soon and to ask for another 

extension.  At that point I received an email to say – Yes we can send it to you but if you do it 

online and send it back that your personal data is at risk.  I felt quite frightened, I thought oh.  

And then after getting over that like fear I thought oh gosh there’s an alternative here, what 

they could do is send you a blank form and you can fill it in, print it off and post it back and 

it’s all secure. 

 

White 
So Jackie emailed her contact at the DWP and put that suggestion to her.  Another three 

weeks went by and then last Friday the phone rang.  

 

Jackie 
She said after they’d tested it it hadn’t worked, so she would like to offer me the opportunity 

of sending me the questions on a CD with the form that I could get someone else to fill in for 

me, but I could listen to the questions myself.  And at that I was quite confused, so I said – 

Well you did clearly tell me that it was ready, so I don’t understand how now you phone me 

and told me that it’s not working.  And she said that there’d been some confusion and it 

hadn’t been tested. 

 

White 
But the solution that’s being suggested still has you having someone else to fill in the form 

for you, which was exactly the thing you wanted to avoid. 

 

Jackie 

Exactly.  To me it seems like a simple and acceptable request. 

 

White 
So naturally we asked the Department for Work and Pensions why it was so hard apparently, 

in this digital age, to give Jackie what she wanted.  Well they did get in touch with us, we 

have a statement from them.  They say: “We routinely ask people whether they have any 

communication needs when making a claim.  We have apologised to Jackie for the delay.  

She will receive her audio form shortly and has been offered a home visit.”  They go on to 

say in their background information that they are developing a digital service for claiming 

PIPs from April 2016, they say, “we started making the online PIP claim available to small 

numbers of claimants in Leeds and Wakefield on a voluntary basis. This will allow us to get 

direct feedback to make improvements and make sure this service is effective and secure 

before it’s available nationally.”  So Jackie looks like you may have to go to Leeds. 

 

Your comments please, particularly if you’ve managed to get hold of an electronic version of 

the form, which you could fill in.  Let me go back to Nicki.  I gather you haven’t actually 

been transferred yet, have you, from DLA to PIPs?  

 

Cockburn 
No. 

 

White 



What would your reaction be – I mean how firmly would you want to do this yourself and 

how much would you be prepared to let somebody do it for you? 

 

Cockburn 
I would want to do it myself because they ask quite personal questions and I think that if it 

was just strictly having to sort of have it in writing so that people could read it I would like 

someone to help me but if there is a chance that you can submit totally independently – and 

let’s face it in the 21
st
 Century that chance should be given to us. 

 

White 
Let’s come back to quizzes.  Some of you may have seen Nicki Cockburn taking part in the 

BBC TV programme – Make Me An Egghead – alongside Jeremy Vine. 

 

Clip 

Vine 

So you’ve both got one wrong so far.  Nicki, we go back to you.  Get this right and we 

go to sudden death.  Which actor gave the first performances of many of 

Shakespeare’s great roles, such as Hamlet, Richard III and Othello?  Was the actor 

Richard Burbage, William Kempe or Edward Alleyn? 

 

Cockburn 
Ooh, right well I think because in the bowels of my brain I have heard of Richard 

Burbage, I think, so I will say without any conviction at all and just hope that it’s 

right, I shall say Richard Burbage. 

 

Vine 

Eggs? 

 

Egghead 

Yeah. 

 

Vine 
Yey.   

 

Cockburn 
Gosh. 

 

Vine 
You hit a certain note there brilliantly. 

 

Cockburn 
I did yes, sorry I think I woke my dog up. 

 

White 
Must be quite hard to listening to that back. 

 

Cockburn 
It’s terrifying.  You know I was sitting there thinking gosh I hope she gets the answer right. 

 

White 



Just explain the idea behind this programme because people will know Eggheads, what are 

they trying to do in this programme? 

 

Cockburn 
They were looking for a new female Egghead and a new male Egghead to join the very 

prestigious Egghead team. 

 

White 
Right, and I think you got to the semi-finals… 

 

Cockburn 
I did. 

 

White 
But not all the way. 

 

Cockburn 
I was beaten by the lady who is now the new female Egghead. 

 

White 
That’s at least satisfying isn’t it – get beaten by the winner.  But you obviously – you do want 

to take this thing really seriously, it’s not just a sort of hobby. 

 

Cockburn 
No, no I actually said to them in the interview – it would be my dream job.  It’s the first job 

that I would have had where you don’t need anything else, you don’t need a driver, you don’t 

need any external software, you don’t need anything, all you need is your brain and a mouth.  

You don’t necessarily know the answers but it would just be absolutely fantastic.  So you 

know to get as far as I did was just amazing. 

 

White 
There are a number of myths about blindness and one of them is – I think it’s a myth anyway 

– is this idea that we must have wonderful memories.  I just wonder if you – I mean do you 

have a good memory and do you use memory tricks? 

 

Cockburn 
I do use memory tricks.  I don’t think our memories are necessarily better, what I think is that 

I’m able to retain information and that is the key, the fact that – like I said in that clip that you 

played Peter, I had heard somewhere that Richard Burbage had been involved with 

Shakespeare, I don’t know how but you know somewhere I knew the answer and yeah I do 

use – I remember I was trying to learn the snooker ball colours and I did all that by using my 

dog Chelsea, so she’s a black dog and there are seven letters in her name and black is the 

seventh colour. 

 

White 
I’ve got an example of that as well.  Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain.  Do you know 

what that relates to? 

 

Cockburn 
Yeah the rainbow colours. 



 

White 
It is – red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet – that’s it isn’t it? 

 

Cockburn 
Yes, yeah and there are lots of sort of – they call them mnemonics that people can use. 

 

White 
What happens if they’re – I mean this is TV you’re doing – what happens if there are picture 

questions for example? 

 

Cockburn 
I’ve been very lucky that they’ve never used picture questions. 

 

White 
Do you think they’ve done that because you’re on, do they take that into account do you 

think? 

 

Cockburn 
I’m not sure, I mean was asked a sort of – what I call a mappy question.  In the semi-finals 

they said – how far is it between Southampton and the Isle of Wight.  And of course I’ve 

been on the ferry, I know exactly what it’s like but I’ve never seen a map.  So I got it wrong 

and someone also said on Twitter there was a question about EastEnders and someone said – 

How on earth can she answer a question about EastEnders she’s blind?   

 

White 
Which of course is daft because of course you can. 

 

Cockburn 
It is, yeah. 

 

White 
Can you successfully prepare for a quiz? 

 

Cockburn 
You can revise the basics, which I would say are you know your kings and queens, your basic 

history, capitals, things like that.  But you can’t really judge what the questions are going to 

be.  So it’s good to have an all-round knowledge and it’s also good to learn about subjects 

that perhaps wouldn’t interest you. 

 

White 
Yeah.  I was in a pub quiz once and they kept – capitals of the United States kept coming up, 

so we learnt them all, we learnt all 50 and they never came up again.  Do you think people 

respect the quiz expert maybe now a bit less, now all this information is available at the touch 

of a button and any idiot can go and press a button and find out? 

 

Cockburn 
I don’t know, I mean I’ve made a lot of friends on Twitter with people that are in the quizzing 

community and a lot of my friends, they haven’t disowned me but they’re kind of – they 

don’t really talk to me anymore and whether that’s because… 



 

White 
No, we were a successful – and people didn’t like us because we were just cocky basically, 

we were know-alls.  Well I tell you what, Nicki, do stay with us for a bit longer because this 

applies to all visually impaired people.  In this age of standardisation I often wonder why it’s 

not really been applied to the public loo because as any blind person will tell you you never 

know what you’re going to find when you go in search of them.  Door locks, flushes, soap, 

dryers – they can be anywhere and of any kind of design.  But where there’s a problem 

there’s always someone willing to try to solve it.  In the past year Helen Kemp and Steve 

Hollier have been asked to install their device known as a roommate into around 40 disabled 

toilets throughout the country, including the House of Commons Visitors’ Centre.  Well Tony 

Shearman has been along to Westminster to try out the smallest room in the house. 

 

Talking toilet 
Welcome.  If you are visually impaired and would like a recorded description of this room 

please wave your hand in front of this unit, which is to the left of the door. 

 

To lock the door turn the handle upwards.  The toilet is on the wall facing you.   

 

Shearman 
Ooh found it. 

 

Well the roommate is the brainchild of Helen Kemp and Steve Hollier and they join me on 

the line now from our studios in Truro.  

 

First of all, Helen, how did you come up with the idea for the roommate? 

 

Kemp 
My background career was in mobility and orientation which was basically teaching visually 

impaired adults and children how to get around using the long white cane.  And quite often 

they needed the loo, so I would do a very brief description as they jiggled about at the 

doorway and then wait outside while they tried to remember what they’d been told and 

sometimes it was rather a long wait before they reappeared again and I just thought there’s 

got to be a better way than this. 

 

Shearman 
So Helen you’re sighted but Steve is visually impaired.  Steve, you must have been in the 

situation before, I know I have, been in a strange toilet, so something like this is music to 

your ears I suppose. 

 

Hollier 
When I had some sight most disabled access toilets are very light in colour and everything 

blends in, so you walk in and it’s all white.  So that was a problem.  So now my sight’s gone 

completely there’s no uniformity in disabled access toilets, they’re all set out differently and 

you’ve just got to go in there and feel your way around.  And first to close the door and then 

to find the toilet and everything’s not laid out in the order which you’ll use it.  You can end 

up getting quite disorientated and then not be able to find the door to get out. 

 

Talking toilet 



The emergency pull cord is in front on the right of the toilet when seated.  The toilet tissue, 

when seated, is on the right. 

 

Shearman 
Now we’ve heard the one in the House of Commons there.  There’s also one in the Eden 

Project, that you put in, and also the National Maritime Museum down in Cornwall.  What 

other places are you looking to put these installations into? 

 

Kemp 
Well Tony I think anywhere that currently has a disabled access toilet should consider this 

now as an auxiliary aid, as defined in the Equality Act 2010 and consider doing this for any 

visually impaired person that actually would like to use it. 

 

Talking toilet 
The toilet flush is a lever on the right. 

 

Shearman 
Found it. 

 

Talking toilet 
The washbasin… 

 

Shearman 
It’s a very simple idea, is the roommate unique because I can’t believe that anybody’s not 

done this before? 

 

Hollier 
Well that’s a question that we get asked all the time.  As far as we’re concerned it’s never 

been done before, people may have thought about it but I think what’s put people off in the 

past is because every toilet is set out differently this is a bespoke product, you won’t be able 

to buy it off the shelf, it’s got to be programmed for that particular toilet. 

 

Shearman 
Okay, you’re talking about toilets at the moment so with this technology is there any reason 

why it can’t be put in other rooms in public buildings? 

 

Kemp 
I think there’s scope to develop roommate further, possibly with hotel rooms where it’s not 

necessarily a large chain but where they’re a little bit more unusual in their layouts they may 

well want to provide a roommate of some description for their visually impaired guests. 

 

Talking toilet 
There is a single lever tap. 

 

Shearman 
Ah yes. 

 

Talking toilet 
A soap dispenser is above the basin. 

 



Shearman 
Done that in the wrong order. 

 

Talking toilet 
It is manually operated. 

 

Shearman 
One thing I will say I think you’ve missed a trick here with the voice, she’s a little bit too 

sensible, if I may… 

 

Kemp 
Is she? 

 

Shearman 
…say so.  I think you could have had some fun with this, using some toilet humour. 

 

Kemp 
It could be, I guess, a little bit more chirpy and cheerful but the sound engineer at that time 

was looking for clarity so that the phrases couldn’t get muddled up. 

 

Hollier 
We also had to be very careful, we needed to have a lady’s voice because we didn’t want 

elderly ladies to be suddenly confronted with a male voice in a toilet, I mean that could be 

humorous but I mean I would like to have some humour because I find toilets – when you’re 

going to the toilets when you’re blind quite humorous. 

 

Talking toilet 
As you face the hand towels the exit door is on the left hand wall. 

 

Shearman 
Thank you very much. 

 

Talking toilet 
The exit door handle is on the right of the door. 

 

White 
That report by Tony Shearman, although that wasn’t his voice.  I don’t know any visually 

impaired person who hasn’t got a toilet story.  Nicki Cockburn is still with us, have you got 

any plans for casing public loos? 

 

Cockburn 
No, she just reminded me of a sort of nicer version of Big Brother, I think it would be quite 

odd to sort of have this voice barking commands at you. 

 

White 
Absolutely, and I gather what happens is a lot of sighted people go in and wave their arms at 

it just because they’re so intrigued by what’s going on. 

 

Cockburn 



Yeah it’s a bit like the one on the train that tells you not to put your hopes and dreams down 

the toilet. 

 

White 
Oh that’s right. 

 

Cockburn 
I love that. 

 

White 
That is wonderful.  No, it’s a shame we haven’t got a recording of it.  Just finally Nicki, any 

unfulfilled quiz ambitions? 

 

Cockburn 
I would like to do the big three – Brain of Britain, Mastermind and Fifteen to One. 

 

White 
Right, well good luck with all of those.  And we can hear people shouting at the radio – you 

don’t happen to know how far it is from the Isle of Wight to Southampton do you? 

 

Cockburn 
Roughly 20 miles. 

 

White 
That’s one crossing.  The problem with this is it depends where you cross from to but still, so 

we perhaps won’t get involved in that.  That’s it for today.  If you have comments and queries 

you can call our actionline on…. 

 

Cockburn 
O800 044 044. 

 

White 
Our email address is…. 

 

Cockburn 
intouch@bbc.co.uk. 

 

White 
And if you want to be independent and go online there’s more information to be had and you 

can download the podcast of the programme.  From me, Peter White, producer…. 

 

Cockburn 
Cheryl Gabriel. 

 

White 
And from clever clogs Cockburn, otherwise known as Nickipaedia, goodbye. 

 

Cockburn 
Goodbye. 
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